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The Will Is Firm

Born in sufering

Struggle to make a living

Once obtaining Dafa

Return—steps not stopping

July 19, 2004

Returning

Amid the boundless sea of people, I am calling out

Te Falun in the end times has been turning

Descending to the human world for Fa is your vow

Awaiting, through thousands of years of reincarnation

For the sake of beings in your paradise

Don’t let the lies confuse you

It’s Gods who told us to spread the truth

It’s the call of the Creator

Spring 2009
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Truth Already Clearly Told Long Ago

Piercing clouds and mist, descending from beyond heaven

Drifting around the world, and buried in the dust

Trough the years of great changes, reincarnate again and again

Coming to this world just to gain the Fa

In the boundless sea of people, where shall I search for It

Heaven and Earth grow old, and human hearts decay

Gods and Buddhas come to earth to spread Dafa

Truth already clearly told long ago

Autumn 2009

Dispelling Your Delusion

Tough happiness is human hearts’ desire

Misfortune often accompanies people

However strong and tough you are

However modest and able you are

Fate will always look down on you

Do not complain
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But hold on to your kindness

You have forgotten the true wish and hope with which you came

I wish my song could help unlock your heart

I wish my song would help dispel the delusion that binds you

Winter 2009

Where’s the Way to Heaven

Where’s the way to heaven

Passion and illusion block your way

Why don’t you see Gods

Stepping out of fame and gain, your eyes will not be blind

Most people have come from heavens

Human beings you become, so you can meet the Creator

He will come toward the end times, and save beings human and divine

Atheism and evolution are lies

Science has misled the people down a dangerous course

Go back to seek the traditional way

At the end of the way, all Gods are

Winter 2009
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Glory Again

Destroy the “Four Olds”

And the “Stinky Number Nine”

Five thousand years of civilization

Has been left in ruins

Campaigns incessant

Millions upon millions of souls wronged

Rivers and streams run dry, the land is barren

Scars and sores all over the divine land

Party culture

And the evil theory of struggle

Rigidly controlling people

“June 4th” blood

And Dafa disciples’ souls

Fighting with Heaven

And fghting with Earth

Bold is the evil that

Dares to kill disciples of a Buddha way

Exhausting all evil tricks, riding a tiger it’s hard to get of

Te time has come to eliminate the red dynasty

No place for it to escape

When truth is displayed before the world’s people

Glory again
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New Year’s Day 2010

Gods Are Choosing Lives

Don’t let power and money blind you

Human positions are not divine

Power and money can make you reckless

Nothing permanent achieved, a dream still

Should we cross paths, I expect nothing—don’t be too cold

All disciples of Fa are saving people

In the chaotic world, Gods are choosing lives

Only kind ones board the boat that saves

March 3, 2010

Push the Door of Delusion Open

People of the world originally came from heavens

Entering the dusty maze to gain the Fa

How many a life you’ve had, from ancient times to now
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Already it’s the end times, so seek the Lord God

You all know the Fa is spreading now

Yet the truth is mixed with lies, confusing people

Who is kind and who is evil—you should tell apart

Truth will push the door of delusion open

Spring 2010

Why Is It Hard to Save You

Te prophets through the ages have predicted

All beings will face grave danger at this time

Te net is open on one side—there’s the truth

So learn it with your heart—don't be insincere

Just why are people of the world so hard to save

Te evil Party’s media flls them up with lies

Tough all know that evil is the red Party

Why do you assist it, and have no sympathy

April 6, 2010
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Stirred by Reflection

Trough wind and rain for ten years, lotus blossoms fll the courtyard

Orange, yellow, purple, green, lighting up the highest heavens

Once tempered many times, diamond’s purity now shows

True thoughts transform the whole sky bright

Dafa disciples walk the world, compassionate they are

With kind thoughts, saving people, eliminating the evil specter

With righteous thoughts each step of the way—in the world are Gods

Returning with full bounty, they’re received by all Gods

June 29, 2010

Because We Made a Pact

Before descending to the world, we made a pact

Whoever gained the Fa frst would look for the other

I ofer you the truth now, why do you refuse

You’ve been fed too full with the lies of the persecution

How much do you know about Falun Gong

It is a divine path that cultivators walk on

Calamity has arrived before the world’s people

If you contain poison, you’ll disintegrate with the red demon

To save the people, we seize every minute, every second
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My wish won’t be fulflled unless you can be saved

To save people, I fear no violence

Because we made a pact before descending to the world

August 16, 2010

Take My Wish

White clouds foat across the blue sky

Please bring joy to the one in my heart

Millions of years of waiting, not in vain

Dafa spreads widely, and I fnd my predestined tie

No more searching in confusion from now on

Clouds foat away over the blue sky

Please take my wish to the one who’s dear to me

With her, forward I’ll strive—together we cultivate

Summer 2011
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This Music Is True

I don’t know who you are

And no matter where you are

I know most people came from heavens

To wait for the Creator

Only with sins eliminated can you return to heaven

When Gods and Buddhas come to the world, demons are bound to go mad

Do not believe the lies of the red demon

Tat is to stop your reconnecting the sacred tie

Seek quickly Dafa disciples to learn the truth

It’s what you’ve been waiting for through the eons

It’s your last hope

Summer 2011

How Long Is the Path of Man’s Life

For whom do you busy yourself in the world

How long will the good life last in the end times

How long is the road ahead

How many disasters will come to your side

When lamplight is dying, it suddenly brightens
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Under last rays of sunset, things appear orderly

Calamity has come, and so have Gods

Truth dissolves sorrow, connecting to heavens

July 23, 2011

Dafa Is Spreading, Yet Still You Are Lost

Te morning sun rises in the east, moving west steadily

Amid formation-stability-degeneration-disintegration, all things deviated

Gods have descended to the human world to await Dafa

Obtain the Fa and return to heaven—that’s your original wish

Don’t let money blind you

Lest you leave empty-handed after a lifetime, your eforts in vain

Reincarnating in the sea of sufering just for this moment

Dafa is spreading, yet still you are lost

Autumn 2011
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The Path Guided by Gods and Buddhas

O people of the world

To save you, I fear not the red demon’s cruelty

Te truth I ofer you is your hope

It will help you cough up the pill of delusion you were forced to swallow

Seeing Dafa that guides your return to heaven

And hearing the Creator’s call

For this you descended to the world, enduring bitter sufering

Saving people amid danger is my promise

Tis is the path guided by Gods and Buddhas

Autumn 2011

A Song in My Heart

In the depths of my heart is an ancient song

Its melody fows with a longing

Whenever I’m wounded, in body or heart

Whenever I feel lost in my life

Tis song I will sing in my heart, silently

To kindness I hold on, and there will be hope

Our home is in heaven

Tis melody I’ll never forget
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Autumn 2011

Reflection on Mid-Autumn Day

How often does the full moon hang high

Mid-Autumn at Dragon Springs, the ancestral home

Silvery moonbeams above, the night still chilly

Sons and daughters of China joyous, but with sorrow

Moonbeams light the vast sky, the air is getting clear

Te red tide is receding, ghosts want to escape

Te grand wave of Fa-rectifcation sweeps Heaven and Earth

Not stopping until all evil is eliminated

Te Tree Realms shall return to righteousness

Once the Fa rectifes the human world, enjoy the Mid-Autumn again

Mid-Autumn, Eighth Lunar Month, 2011

Reflection

What is Heaven
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What is Earth

Human eyes see human principles

What is God

What is soul

Te foolish ghosts cannot recognize Gods

Time-space is manifold, yet people don’t see

All beings’ bodies intersect

Your church—his pigpen

Your dinner table—his toilet

You value reality, he says you are a fool

Human wisdom has superior and inferior lots

January 4, 2012

Life Comes From Heavens

Human life is like a maze—where is it headed

Where did I come from—it’s a hazy mist

Reincarnating again and again, changing skin colors

King or commoner, rich or poor—who guides the changes

Most of the world’s people came from heavens

Dropping down to remake themselves, and returning to heaven again

Tossing round and round in the human world, awaiting the Fa

Dafa can forge immortals of righteous awareness
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Early 2012

Whatever People Do, Gods Are Watching

Te great river fows east, never to return

Time passes, things change, never to recur

Gods are watching and recording it all

Persecuting Dafa disciples—who’s shameful

Red dynasty’s lies deceive the world’s people

Te clowns waggle, wanting to reverse Heaven and Earth

Falun turns again, the heart is the key

Evil wind of the end times won’t last endlessly

Spring 2012

True Words

Formation-stability-degeneration-disintegration is the law

Cosmic bodies will meet with disaster at the end

Seeking Dafa to save beings in heavens
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Myriad Gods came down to the world, enduring hardship

Do not miss what you’ve been awaiting for thousands of years

Te Creator, the Lord God, has come long ago

Spreading Dafa widely and saving all beings

Te red demon spreads lies, churning up dust

Hard to tell truth from falsity—heart is the guide

Don’t you see the heavenly gate is open, after eons

In delusion, you’ve forgotten who you are

Te truth of Dafa solves the riddle

Your heavenly family is waiting

Quickly board the Fa boat, shedding your human skin

March 15, 2012

Choice

Born in the East is the Dafa that saves the world

But it’s not the evil Chinese Communist Party

Why has the Creator chosen that land

Because burning the evil Party can temper diamond

Aren’t Dafa disciples the same as the enlightened ones who’ve sufered

Do not choose a wrong direction

Curry favor with the evil regime, you’re duped by the demon’s tricks

Dafa has spread from China to the West
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Know the truth—that’s your saving hope

May 3, 2012

Where Are People Coming From

Geese fying south come from the north

Do you know your home is a palace in heaven

What made you descend to the world, and be buried in dust

Who arranged the cycle of reincarnation

Why do you have a special afnity with Gods and Buddhas

Falun Dafa can explain the truth clearly

Don’t see only that we are enduring amid persecution

Tat’s the dust stirred up as we save you

Summer 2012

What I Sing Is the Truth

I tell you the truth with my singing

Human life isn’t for devotion to the evil Party
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You and I have both come from heavens

Reincarnating time and again, not to get ahead

But to wait for the Fa King who created the universe

Do not believe the red demon’s lies

Te red wall will be toppled so as to save you

Persecution is on the surface

Evil has been challenging Gods

Do not miss this chance of the eons

I sing of the hope you’ve long awaited

July 1, 2012

Destiny of Life

Too swiftly time fies

Wishes unfulflled, old age sets in

Too many regrets

Too many feelings

Human life is but a short visit for a few days

Yet you forget the reasons why you came

Bringing hope and pleas for salvation from the heavenly kingdom

And to receive the Creator’s help

You came down level after level, resolute, no turning back

Yet illusions in the human world led you astray
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Achievements in fame and gain count for nothing

Obtain the Fa to return to heaven—that is your destiny

July 8, 2012

I Tell You With My Songs

I travel between the world’s stages

Sweat and tears accompany the music

Applause and laughter mix into a chorus

Because I tell the truth with my songs

And I spread hope through dance

Te Creator’s voice of Fa is resounding between Heaven and Earth

Tis is what people have been awaiting for millions of years

In order for you not to miss this opportunity

I fear not oppression, and withstand lies

Traveling between the world’s stages

I tell you the truth with my songs

Autumn 2012
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Seeing Through It, It’s Not a Mystery

Te bright moon oft appears

When drunk, don’t seek answers from the heavens

Celestial palaces are rarely seen by humans

Tis night is the fnal year

What’s gone with the wind is dust

Cowards fear the chill on high

Climb up high, embrace the bright moon

Goddess Chang’e in the human world

Gaze at the full moon now and then

Gain the Fa, returning to heaven

Mid-Autumn 2012

Note: It is said on the internet that the archfend used a verse from Su Shi’s poem “Prelude to the 
Water Melody” and said it wants to “ride the wind and return.” I laughed, and wrote this piece.

Mid-Autumn Tune

Crisp autumn and bright moon—returning again

Wandering in the human world—thousands of times

How many heroes have there been

Bright moon hanging high, all below in full view

Danger in the end times is right in front of you
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Heroes of the past wait to reach Consummation

Assisting Master to save people, they cultivate in Dafa

Brighter than the moon, fashing is the divine light

Creating the cosmos, changing Heaven and Earth

Remaking the bright moon so the night will not be dark

Mid-Autumn 2012

Watching the Moon

Bright moon, companion to the autumn breeze

Goddess Chang’e, gifted at the ancient zither

Joined by the wind chimes hanging of the roof

Heavenly maidens’ laughter abounds

Sky is vast, ten thousand miles

Brilliant as if a sea of lanterns

Tough midnight, Heaven and Earth are bright

Laughing and talking till the early morn

Clouds shimmering under the moonlight

Reincarnating in life’s cycle again and again

Wandering in the human world

So the saving boat you can board

Mid-Autumn 2012
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This Is Your Blessing

What are we waiting for in human life

Who’s in command between Heaven and Earth

Falun Dafa unlocks the mystery in my mind

Most people have come from heavens above

Coming to the human world to save cosmic bodies from peril

Since the Creator will right the universe’s Fa

Gain the Fa, be remade—only then can we return to heaven

Winter 2012

Sing a Song to Call Out to the World’s People

I sing a song to call out to the world’s people

Before disaster strikes, Gods will surely come

Te Dafa disciples spreading the truth

Tat’s Gods opening up heaven’s gate

Te world may bustle, chaotic signs entangling in the end times

Te red demon is spreading lies at the same time
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Te gate of heaven closes soon as it must

How many will return, how many turn to dust

Winter 2012

Heavenly Secret

It is the same whatever nationality you are

My songs will tell the truth to you

Do you know where you’ve come from

And why you have a human form in countless reincarnations

Most people of the world were Kings in heavens

Descending from above to save their sentient beings

Te Holy King comes to the world to spread Dafa

Fulfll your vows, so your wisdom will shine forth

Winter 2012

Saving All Beings

Human life is like a play, one scene after another
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Fame, gain, qing, hatred—like feeting clouds

Changing roles in every lifetime through reincarnation

King or commoner—engrossed in the play

Beings originally were in heavens

Coming to the human world to seek Dafa

To gain the Fa, you must wait for the Creator

Cultivate, remake yourself, then return to heaven

Te Creator, the Fa King, has already come to the world

Spreading the Buddha Fa in human form, He stops the raging waves

Do not let your attachments block your way

Missing the chance, you will regret endlessly

Winter 2012

Life’s True Meaning

Heaven and Earth lost righteousness

Red demon rises in the end times

Te Creator has come to the world

Righteous and evil in contest, shocking Heaven, shaking Earth

Tis is not sleep-talking

It’s to spread the truth

Tough persecution is so sinister

Saving people will stir up dust and brutality
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Lies blot out Heaven, blanket Earth

Yet tribulations are forging disciples of the Lord God

Saving people in the end times is Gods’ will

Out of compassion, I’ll give up not even one person

Find the truth quickly

Tat is the true meaning of your life

Winter 2012

I Sing for You

Dear friend

I sing for you

My song carries my sincerity

My song speaks to you my heart’s feelings

Dafa disciples are Gods’ messengers

Telling the truth to save the world’s people

Nero was a devil

Te red demon is no diferent now

Lessons from history should not be forgotten

Tose laughing now will regret later

Tose awakened are always walking on the divine path

Dear friends

I am singing for you
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Tis is the hope you’ve been awaiting

January 10, 2013

This Is My Wish

To save sentient beings, I spread the truth

Do not hold on to lies, and refuse the call

I don’t intend to change your beliefs

Do not be deceived by the persecutors’ propaganda

I won’t ask you to become a Dafa disciple

Saving people is the vow I made to Gods

Eliminating the danger for you before disaster strikes

Since you once pleaded to Gods to save you back to heaven

February 6, 2013

Human Attachments Block the Path

Looking for an immortal, seeking the Dao, you wish to live forever

Trotting among all the temples, you’re aging
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Reading thousands of volumes of scriptures, you’ve become a scholar

Discussing Buddha and the Dao emptily, under dying light

Waiting, then the Creator comes at last

Descending to the world to save people, the red demon raging

Who can tell true words from rumor

Your hearts are tested before boarding the boat of salvation

February 6, 2013

The Fa Boat Will Set Sail—Will You Come Aboard

Descending to the world to wait for Fa and save lives

Reincarnating again and again, lost in the maze

Searching and searching, but where is the Fa

Discussing scriptures emptily, under dying light

Te Creator, the Fa King, holds up heavens

Te Fa is spread in the end times, the red demon rages

True words or rumors are for you to tell apart

Te Fa boat will set sail—will you come aboard

February 6, 2013
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All Beings Return

Holding back raging waves to save the frmament

Te Fa Lord creates the world, and Gods descend

Most people of the world are guests from heavens

To save beings in heavens, they await the Fa’s spread

Easy to descend to the world, hard to return to heavens

Lost in fame and gain, bound by qing

Te Creator, the Fa Lord, has fnally come to the world

Disclosing heavenly secrets, setting up the podium for teaching Fa

Learn the truth, and board the boat of salvation

February 7, 2013

Dafa Disciples’ Compassion

I have explained to you

Yet you still believe the lies of the oppression

Saving people is the promise I made to Gods

Working hard, no one giving me a cent

I only wish to save you amid danger

Tat is a Dafa disciple’s compassion
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Tat is your long-cherished wish from when you came

Tat is your hope for returning to heaven

Tat is the Creator’s call

Early 2013

How Many in the World Have Awakened

Te setting sun illuminates the evening clouds

Te evening light is always tinged with sorrow

Last rays have beauty for only a moment

Te darkness seeps through edges of the clouds

Te last fash dies of in the Central Plain

How many buildings will remain after the end times

Where will people go

Te wise ones will surpass the Kings and Lords

Early 2013
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Expressing Divinity

Songs, not of the human world

Dances, as if from heavens

Exquisite are the heavenly maidens

Floating gracefully across the stage

Human or divine—both, they seem

Shen Yun dances bring forth the three domains

March 25, 2013

Chatting Over Tea

Bright moon streaming out a glow of silver

Several cups of light tea by temple and tower

Over tea, chatting all about Shen Yun

Behind success is a taste that’s bitter

June 19, 2013
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The Moon Is Bright

From ancient to today, the bright moon shines

Songs through the ages exalt Hong Yin

Reincarnate again and again just for today

True gold is at the end of the path divine

June 21, 2013

Couplet

The Source of All Fa

Zhen Shan Ren—three sacred words have boundless Fa powers

Falun Dafa is good—true thoughts alter all disasters

Summer 2013

Why Do You Refuse

Before descending to the world, you made a pact with the Creator

When Dafa is spread widely, make sure you are found
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I tell you the truth now, why do you refuse it

How many people have their minds flled with the lies of the persecution

Kind people, don’t go along with the propaganda

Te path we take is guided by Gods

To save people is my promise to Gods

Before the great disaster comes, we must seize every minute, every second

To save people, I do not fear ridicule

To save people, I do not fear brutality

Only when all beings gain the Fa will my wish be fulflled

Only when all beings gain salvation will my wish be fulflled

Summer 2013

A Dream From Long Ago

I’ve been searching for that dream from long ago

It was like a fairy tale, yet incomparably sacred

At that time, I signed a contract in heaven

I kept descending, just to fulfll my mission

Reincarnating again and again, lost in the sea of sufering

Finally that distant dream becomes true

Te Creator has come to spread Dafa, saving beings to high levels

For this I came down to the world to wait for the Fa

I have fulflled the contract from a prehistoric time
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What is taking place is not a fairy tale

Many people have the same dream as I

Summer 2013

Life’s True Meaning

How unpredictable are changes in life

Joy always accompanies sorrow

And happiness is often built on hardship

Once hopes are lost, I often wonder

What really is the purpose of life

Dafa helps me see the truth

Most people have come from heavens

When cosmic bodies are in danger, coming to the earth

And waiting for the Creator to purify their lives

No longer am I sorrowful, nor feeling lost

Because the Creator, the Fa King, has come, for whom I have waited

Because I have stepped on the divine path returning home

Summer 2013
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Your Long Awaited Song

My song will tell you the truth

Human life is not a fght for fame and gain

You and I both came from heaven above

Waiting for the Creator, the Fa King, through reincarnation

Persecution is just an appearance

It’s to block you from seeing the truth

Before calamity strikes, the Creator has come, spreading Dafa

I topple the red wall of lies, just to save you

My song is the hope you’ve long awaited

Summer 2013

This Is the Truth

Tough we do not know each other

Amid danger I will extend my hand to you

Because in the beginning, most people of the world came from heavens

Descending to the world to await the Fa and save sentient beings

Remaking divine bodies, attaining righteous fruition, returning to heavens

Te wish to attain righteous fruition surely makes demons go mad

Oppressing Dafa wantonly, spreading lies
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Tat is to stop you from reconnecting with the divine

Tat is to prevent you from seeing the truth

To make you miss what you’ve awaited through the ages

Which is your life’s hope

Summer 2013

Why Do You Refuse the Calling

Why do you turn away your face

I don’t wish to change your belief

Even less do I intend to turn you into a follower of the divine

Tat depends on whether or not you are predestined

Saving people amid danger is the vow I made to Gods

I only want you to know the truth

As you once pleaded to Gods to save you back to heaven

Now you believe the lies and refuse the calling

What Dafa disciples say—you’ve awaited throughout your life

July 6, 2013
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Watching the Mountain

Fog surrounds the mountain, clouds cover the sky

Mountain tea fragrance, accompanied by the cooking smoke

Drink in the cup—pure and cool and sweet

A leisure moment found—amid ten thousand things

August 1, 2013

Choose the Future

I have told the truth to you

Truly persecuted are all beings

We are saving people before disaster

Realizing prehistoric promises made to the Creator

Hard work but with no reward

Tis is Dafa disciples’ compassion

Tis is your wish as you came to be a human being

Tis is the hope in your life

Break free from the lies that fool the world

Choose the future—with your true thoughts

Autumn 2013
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The Creator Is Calling On You

People’s hope accompanies great disaster

Gods are fulflling their vows and promises

No matter who you are

No matter which corner of the world you are in

Te Creator is calling on you

Te red demon has started to deceive people

Righteous and evil reversed, good and bad are hard to tell apart

Lies in propaganda, and money to buy you of

So you will not be saved

So you will not hear the truth

Te truth told by Dafa disciples can dispel the illusion that binds you

Autumn 2013

Only the Creator Is the Hope of Humanity

Wanting to fy back to heaven, but I have no wings

Wanting to transcend the world, but I have no Fa to guide the journey

Having experienced all the glory and shame in the world
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And tasted all the bitterness, joy, and sorrow among men

When will the Creator arrive

Only He is the hope of humanity

Autumn 2013

Don’t Be Lost

Tousands of years of reincarnation

Hardship one lifetime after another

Lost in the struggle is true nature

Purity cannot be found again

Human life is treated as accidental luck

Atheism is a lie

Te theory of evolution is a joke

It’s the Creator who created humankind

And He will bring people back to heavens

Autumn 2013
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Truth

Have you unlocked your memory from a remote age

Is the vow made before descending to the world still there

We've been waiting through reincarnations

All you’ve been expecting already came a while ago

Truth can unlock your long-buried memory

Truth helps you avoid elimination

In the end times, human hearts are corrupt

And truth is covered by too many attachments

Once you know the truth, you will see

Why Dafa disciples are being persecuted

Truth can help you fnd yourself

Hearts of the predestined will surge with joy

Autumn 2013

This Is the Song You’ve Been Waiting For

I’m singing the song in my heart

Te music has always been with me

Te Creator made Heaven and Earth and the galaxies

And will spread blessings in the end times

All beings have been waiting for Him
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It’s the purpose of life—don’t let it pass you by

Truth will unlock your heart

Don’t see just that we are being persecuted

Tat’s the red demon being stirred as we save you

Do not believe the lies of the persecution

Do not hold on to the prejudice you’ve been indoctrinated with

Tis is the song you’ve been awaiting for many lifetimes

Autumn 2013

The Song I Sing for You

I have a sacred song telling me

Who has created Heaven and Earth and the myriad things

Why human life is a lost journey in the sea of sufering

Who I am

Who am I

In reincarnation, always striving, always lost

Dafa unlocked my wisdom, helping me

Understand life, no longer worry about trivial things

Te Creator has come to the world

Before great disaster comes, He asked me to wake up the lost lambs

Tis is the song you are waiting for

Tis tune comes from heaven
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October 2013

Divine Beauty

Floating, their wide sleeves stretching

Standing like jade, beautiful like fairies

Turning gracefully, the maidens heavenly

Gliding in light steps, dancing elegantly

Te music comes from up in heavens

Wondrous tune penetrates the clouds

Te song wipes away ages of dust

Each note calling you back to heavens

Winter 2013

The True Principle

My friend

Gods are not willing to give up on you
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Not because you are someone remarkable

But that’s compassion to beings

Truth will tell you what’s behind the illusion

Smears against Dafa will be washed clean

Poisoned by the lies is your heart

While wounds to the body can be healed

Poisoned lives will dissolve in calamity

I only wish you could see clearly good from evil

I wish to tell you life’s true principle

Winter 2013

My Heart Is as Vast as the Ocean

My heart is as vast as the ocean

All under the blue sky is my stage

Assisting Master to save beings is my promise

Spreading the truth is Gods’ arrangement

Sweet dew sprinkled all over the land, huts, and palaces

Eons of waiting are not in vain

Te Creator has already come

Amid hardship, Dafa disciples are saving beings with all their might

Te crazed ones are standing on the edge of the clif

Although the injustice we endure remains
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What the red tide raises are the heroes of the ages

Since we are walking toward a divine future

Winter 2013

Salvation

Te last page of the cosmos has been turned

During salvation, Gods ask me to awaken you

Tough we are smeared

Truth will wash everything clean

But poison from the lies has remained in your heart

While bodily harm can be healed

Poisoned lives will disintegrate with the dying red dynasty

I wish only for you to discern good from evil

Te choice is up to you

I only want you to know the truth

Because you once pleaded to Gods not to abandon you

January 1, 2014
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The Song Passed Down From Ancestors

Tere’s a song in my heart

Passed down to me from my ancestors

Gods and Buddhas would come at the red dynasty’s end

Disciples would sufer for the sake of the world’s people

Tis legend is being fulflled now in our time

Te melody tells us to be sure to connect to destiny

Tat is the last hope of lives

Tat is the wish for salvation of all beings

January 9, 2014

Gods Have Not Broken Their Promise

Gods once promised

To save people back to heavens in the end times

All beings have awaited this for countless ages

Yet when beckoned now—you look, but do not see

Dafa has been spreading

Divine followers bear humankind’s sufering with their blood

Tough oppressed, they spread the truth to save people

Gods have not broken their promise

Yet some people only care about their interests
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And don’t see clearly the lies of the suppression

Tey are unwilling to believe that this reality is Gods fulflling their promise

January 15, 2014

Wake Up, Wake Up

It’s too long ago that you descended to the world

Reincarnating for thousands of years

Original nature faded in life’s striving

Purity trampled by self-interest

Atheism is a lie

Te evil theory of evolution overturned Gods’ words

Yet amid disaster, you blame Gods for not taking care of you

Do not use science to push humankind into danger

You came to the world to seek the chance for salvation

Returning to heaven—only this is your life’s wish

Returning to heaven—only this is the chance you’ve been awaiting

January 23, 2014
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Boundless Grace

Te cosmos and myriad things are made by the Creator

He shall save beings back to heavens in cosmic renewal

When God comes, it won’t be as you expected

Don’t let your beliefs block salvation

Nor let emotions hinder your intelligence

All beings are equal, however you appear

Salvation depends on whether you are wicked or kind

Te Creator has descended, born in the East

All divine and human beings depend on His grace

Heaven, Earth, and myriad things are made by the Creator

In cosmic renewal, He shall save beings back to heavens

January 23, 2014

The Creator Is Beckoning

Te Creator is beckoning

For this, all beings have descended to the human world

Te red demon spreads lies at the same time

People have to discern good conscience from evil thought

Great disaster is coming, yet salvation is hard

Since karma accumulated over lifetimes blocks you
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What do you choose—it’s up to you

You’ve waited for this moment for thousands of years

Te Creator is already beckoning

January 30, 2014

A Moment’s Reflection

Gracefully, they move across the stage

Divine music comes from beyond the orchestra

Young men show their masculine strength

Beautiful women dance elegantly with long scarves

Humans and Gods dance springs and autumns

Heavenly music sweeps the past and present

A performance by Shen Yun

Renews fve thousand suns and moons

February 5, 2014
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I Am Helping You

My friend

I don’t want to abandon you

As you once pleaded to Gods to save you

Persecution is on the surface, while the real purpose is behind

Tat is to stop people from being saved and knowing the Fa principles

Smears against Dafa amid persecution will be washed clean by Gods

While wounds to the body can be healed

Poisoned by the lies, you will disintegrate

Before calamity comes, I’m helping you see the truth behind illusion

Whether you can be saved is up to you

February 6, 2014

Legend From My Hometown

Tere is a legend from my hometown

When yellow fowers bloom, red fowers will wither

Te Creator will come to save people back to heavens

Deceit and persecution will bring disasters from heaven

It’s hard to tell how many people will survive the calamity

Tose who save people from calamity are divine followers

It’s the red demon that’s oppressing and harming people
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Truth is attacked by lies, intentions are wicked

Finding the truth—only then can one survive the calamity

Reality is fulflling this legend

Yellow fowers are blooming, the red tide is receding

Te Creator is saving people back to heavens

February 10, 2014

Righteous Thoughts

Swift like lightning, soaring to cosmic heights

Mighty like a thunderbolt, reaching beyond heavens

Sweeping across the cosmos, no place untouched

Eliminating altogether all that’s decayed and deviant

February 13, 2014

Burning the Red Demon, Tempering the Diamond

Ten thousand people petitioned at Zhongnanhai

Yet the evil Party’s ringleader has a defcient brain
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Staking the red dynasty on fghting the heavenly Fa

Spreading wily lies, evil wind in eight directions

Such an ugly rogue in the history of the world

Its tomb is dug once violent wind dissipates

Diamond is tempered many times, the red dynasty disintegrates

Fa disciples return to heaven, fulflling their vows

February 14, 2014

A Song From the Ancestors

I have a song

A legend from the ancestors

Its melody simple and wholesome

Te verses’ message invites you to ponder

Once the end times come, calamity would strike

Dafa disciples would save people, yet they would be persecuted

True words would be smeared by lies

Hard for people to discern, and disaster hard to escape

Maintaining kindness, you wouldn’t go wrong

Finding the truth, you’d escape disaster

Tis is the legend from the ancestors

Te warning signs of disaster confrm my song

Legend told that Dafa disciples would tell the truth and dispel the illusion
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I wish to fulfll this legend

I wish to fulfll this song

February 15, 2014

Realize My Dream

I have a dream

Tere’ll be a day I will return to heaven

Tat is life’s true home

Te Creator has already come to the world

Spreading Dafa to save people back to heaven

I don’t want to miss this chance

I wish to realize this dream

Tis is humankind’s only hope

February 15, 2014

I Shall Follow You, Dafa Disciple

When we met, you showed deep caring
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Yet you never explained your heart

Your face was determined, and kind

Yet you asked me not to walk with you

You said you couldn’t stop in saving the world’s people

Much less did you want me cheated by the demon

Telling the truth is your vow

Your kindness is like that of a divine spirit

I shall follow you forever

Even if I have to wander amid danger

February 16, 2014

If You Believe in God, Then Do as God Says

Te Creator made all Gods and the cosmic body

No matter what principles you believe in

Te God you believe in is just a speck in the cosmic structure

Let go of racial biases

Otherwise, however often you go to church, Gods will look down on you

No matter what color is your skin

Beings have all come from Gods’ homes

No matter who you are

You are all waiting for the Creator’s salvation

Gods are each waiting to be chosen by Him
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Humankind must together make the efort

To resist the red demon Satan’s evil force

Until the divine path is extended to you

March 30, 2014

The Sacred Song

Human life is always shrouded in illusion

Every time when life loses its bearing

I will sing, lightly, the song in my heart

Do not complain

Hold on to kindness

Most people have come from heavens

Becoming human to wait for the Creator

Tat is the long-awaited hope for all beings

Tis song awakens me

Tis song gives me strength

Te sacred melody makes the sky clear

Spring 2014
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Godly Beauty

A wonderland in the human world, as if a dream

Te sleeves are wide and long, and dance with elegance

Filling the eye with brightly shining colors—the ancient court ladies

Tey stand tall and jade-like, radiating divine light

Full of vigor, dancing with powerful movement

Strong men of China, divine light beaming

Righteous and grand, full of manly spirit

Bringing back tradition is not just a wish

Spring 2014

Passing by the City of Gamblers

Riding thousands of miles at night, road in a blur

Drowsy head drooping, trying to keep eyes open

Deep in the mountains, thousands of lights are shining

As if stars falling from the Milky Way

Lights bright, wine plenty, desires are leading the way

Fish and dragons in the same pond, all striving for themselves
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Spring 2014

Helping You Avoid the Danger

People have forgotten God’s prophecy

A thousand years later, the Lord of Demons would reappear

Satan would build a red power

Cold War ended, yet the Chinese Communist Party is even more dangerous

Te Berlin Wall fell, yet the evil specter still lingers

O the world’s people

You came to the world to fulfll your mission

Do not deviate too far from the traditional path

Modern thinking is pulling people to the brink of destruction

Modern people will all see the scenes before the end

Only Dafa disciples can help you avoid the danger

July 6, 2014

Do You Still Act Wildly

Jumping up and down wildly
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Te evil media’s lies howling like a beast

People turned wicked, ghost-like, assisting the madness

Kind thoughts are gone, conscience lost

As the autumn wind blows, red changes to yellow

Madness no more, panic every day

Te wicked will be punished immediately with no escape

All evildoers have to pay

Dare you still act wildly

July 15, 2014

Hope

No matter where you’ve come from

Your true home is in heaven

Our images difer, but we share the same humanity

When life deviated from its original nature

We came to earth

So we may eliminate sin, and return home to heaven

Dafa disciples are spreading the truth

Te heavenly gate will not be open long

Returning is your hope

July 19, 2014
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Life Is Passing By

Often I feel down in life

In injury and pain, it’s as if I walk into a desert

Whenever I am lost in life

A true thought would fash in my mind

Do not feel low

Do not be cowardly

We are waiting for the Creator, who will remake our lives

We shall return to heaven—don’t be confused by fame, gain, and qing

Tis fashing thought lifts my spirits

Life is passing by, so I must take charge with my heart

I shall discover life’s purpose in the end

August 1, 2014

Couplet

Gods’ Wish Is Being Fulfilled

Shen Yun blossoms, fragrance over ten thousand miles
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Truth spreads widely, saving sentient beings

August 2, 2014

Life’s Meaning

I unlock your memory with my song

Have you forgotten the promise you made before coming to this world

To save the sentient beings in your paradise

You came among humans to meet the Creator

When the red demon runs wild, you are deceived by the lies

And avoid the truth Dafa disciples tell you

In compassion, I do not want to abandon you

Saving sentient beings, I call out to you once again

Fulflling your promise—only this is the purpose of life

August 7, 2014

What Dafa Disciples Said Is Right

Joyous over achievements in fame and gain
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Rising up and falling down amid feelings and illusions

People meeting or parting, dreams fulflled or broken

Busy for fame and gain, yet it’s all acting in a play

Beauty fades as soon as it appears, like the epiphyllum fower

Looking back, bitterness mixed in many feelings

What really is life for

What Dafa disciples said is right

I only hope I haven’t missed the opportunity

August 10, 2014

A Wish

Te evening breeze strokes my face

Bringing coolness to the summer night

Te past takes me to the house of reverie

My growth has been accompanied by stormy waves

Te madness propped up by lies

Has only made my belief frm

How fortunate I am to have gained Dafa this lifetime

In order to share this joy with others

I live in exile, so as to avoid persecution

I only want people to know the truth

And know the purpose of life
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So they can fnd hope in times of disaster

August 12, 2014

Reincarnation

If there really is reincarnation in life

Who was I in all the lifetimes

Where did we all come from

And when can we return

Why does life reincarnate

Who made the sun, moon, and stars move in endless cycles

Dafa disciples say the Creator made everything

Tis answer roars like thunder in my ears

To return to heaven, beings need His salvation

August 15, 2014

Coming to the World Just for This Chance

Why is life so tiresome
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For whom do we live in the world

Love and hate pass like feeting clouds

After awakening you’ll know the sorrow in the drama of life

Money, fame, and gain cannot be taken with you

Struggling for a lifetime, you’ll still lose them

Humans came to this world to await the Fa

Te kind ones will return home to heavens

Reincarnating over thousands of years

Coming to the world just for this chance

August 16, 2014

The Creator Has Come

Te Creator has come

Te world’s people have all been waiting for Him

Heaven, Earth, and all things exist because of Him

Te Creator has come

Because heavens are dissolving, earth is decaying

Formation-stability-degeneration-disintegration—too quickly have the end times come

Te Creator has come

Spreading Dafa, saving beings, and clearing away dark clouds

Te Fa made right, so all cosmic realms will not decay
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August 17, 2014

Lessons From History

Lessons from history are always forgotten

Te Buddha Dharma as taught by Shakyamuni

Was rejected back then by Brahmans as aberrant

Likewise, Jesus ofended religion’s interests

And was nailed to the cross, pierced with a spear

Dafa is spreading widely, and the new universe commences

Tose upholding religion’s interests are wicked monks

Who stand alongside the atheist red demon

People like to keep in mind negative lessons

And treat positive lessons as just stories

History has left invaluable wisdom to people

Dafa is disclosing the truth behind illusion at the fnal time of humanity

Do not repeat the mistake and be misled by the evil Party’s propaganda

August 19, 2014
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There’s Still Hope

Why do I want you to know the truth

Great disaster for the world’s people is descending from heaven

Do not become objects buried with the red demon

Persecuting world-saving Fa disciples is an immeasurable sin

What if the persecuted are really Gods

Tose believing in the lies are the ones being harmed

Dafa disciples are walking on a divine path no matter how much they sufer

Only when you clearly hear the truth can you have hope

August 20, 2014

Asking to Heavens

Water fows to the sea

Clouds foat to the sky’s edge

Reincarnating thousands of lifetimes

Asking each lifetime why have I come

I sing aloud a song

Sending my voice to heavens

Where are people going

When are Gods coming
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September 3, 2014

The Same Path

Dear friend

Do not idle away time

Please walk on the same path with me

Dafa is the treasure of my lifetime

Most people today came from heavens

To wait to be remade by the Creator

If we cultivate together, our hearts will be as one

Together we progress diligently and help each other

Returning home, guided by Gods

September 4, 2014

Wandering

Wandering everywhere, accompanied by clear wind

Persecuted, I cannot return to my home

I come and go, concerned with nothing but the Fa
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No fame, nor gain, my heart pursues nothing

Reading deep into the night, the moon as my lamp

Te sky my blanket, earth my bed, stars fll my room

Wandering in the human world, I tell the truth

Assisting Master in Fa-rectifcation in this life

September 14, 2014

A Dafa Disciple’s Heart

Your eyes show deep feelings

I reply to you with a smile, but not pausing my steps in telling the truth

Your words carry gentle warmth

I always pretend that I don’t understand

Dafa disciples drift about amid persecution

How can I add another portion of worry and pain, disturbing the tranquility

I can only keep this in my heart

Fulflling the promise I made to Gods—saving people as I journey in the human world

September 23, 2014
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Singing Aloud for You

I sing aloud for you

So you will not be lost amid danger

I awaken your memory from long ago

So you will see hope for life

Heaven, Earth, and Gods are made by the Creator

Who commanded Gods to make humans on earth

When lives dropped down, they became human

Eliminating sin, they’ll return to heaven

What I am singing is the truth

Te Creator has opened wide heaven’s gate on the eve of the great disaster

October 15, 2014

Expel the Evil Party’s Indoctrination

Reality always alters your path

Destiny awaits amid the unknown

In delusion, you’ve forgotten the reason why you came to the world

Fame, gain, and qing confused your steps

With lies, the red demon led you on a demonic path

Abandon the evil Party’s concepts and principles

Obtain the Fa and return to heaven—only this is your destiny
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November 10, 2014

Urging

Hear my song, with which I speak to you

Te melody is infused with compassion and salvation

How long is the journey of human life

Seeing the truth can dispel the illusion and brighten your vision

Gods will not keep the decayed world

Keeping the kind and eliminating evil—this is fated

Gods are saving people, so quickly wake up

November 12, 2014

Couplet

Fa Rectifies the Colossal Cosmos

Te Lord Buddha creates the vast cosmos with one thought

Te Fa rectifes the universe, creating a new Heaven and Earth
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November 12, 2014

Couplet

Re-creating With Immense Grace

Dafa creates Heaven and Earth and myriad things

Te Fa King reigns over the universe and all beings

November 12, 2014

Couplet

Gods and Buddhas in the World

Te rising sun radiates rosy rays, dispersing foating clouds

Toughts are righteous and the mind is broad, transforming danger into safety

November 12, 2014
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Mission

In a dream I returned to heaven

So beautiful the sacred realm long unforgettable

I realized atheism is a heaven-blotting lie

Gods in the legends are all in heavens

I wish not to return to my human skin

Gods said the beauty will not last long

And Dafa that ofers salvation is spreading in the world

Only by fnding Dafa will beings have hope

People came to the world, each carrying hopes from one’s own paradise

Tese paradises are waiting for their Kings

I know my mission now

And will no longer be lost in life

November 14, 2014

I Help You Cleanse Yourself

Dafa disciples have told you the truth behind illusion

Tose truly poisoned are the mass of people, including you

Believing the lies, you will disintegrate along with the red demon

Telling the truth to save people—this compassion comes from my heart

Reaping no reward, I often get up early on cold days
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Having no time to eat, nor rest in steaming hot weather

To save people, I withstand terror and pressure

Since I promised Gods to wake you up in the time of danger

You came from heaven, and gaining Dafa is your purpose

Tat will help beings in your paradise escape calamity

Tis is the reason for your descending to be human

Do not let the red demon brainwash you with Party culture

Beings in your paradise are longing for you

December 2, 2014

In a Wave of the Hand

Wind howling

Clouds foating

Te red tide’s vicious wave cannot block the way

Sailing with compassionate salvation, eliminating great tribulations

Bracing against the wind, traveling thousands of miles

Upon coming, red fowers were as if watered by blood

Upon returning, yellow fowers blossom beautifully all over the land

December 3, 2014
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Sitting and Observing the Human World

Over the vast sky, dark clouds foating

Wind in the mountains blows over the lake, ripples sparkling

Sitting cross-legged in the pavilion, body and mind still

Observing quietly the human world, great calamity about to fall

Te red dynasty has receded, good and evil are distinguished

Quickly seek a way out, search for the Fa

Sitting outside the world, worrying for all under heaven

People in the world today were Gods from heavens

December 4, 2014

Your Sentient Beings Are Waiting for You

You’ve known the truth behind the persecution

You are the one who’s poisoned in the suppression

Believing in the lies, you’ll disintegrate with the red demon

I promised Gods to awaken you

Your purpose for coming to the world was to obtain Dafa

So beings in your paradise would evade danger

Tis is the reason for your coming to be a human being
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Do not let yourself be harmed by the red demon that deceives the world

Learn the truth, your sentient beings are waiting for you

December 11, 2014

Path of Heavenly Return

My friend, why do you only concern yourself with being busy

Humankind has stepped on a dangerous path

Atheism has sabotaged people’s fnal return

Te theory of evolution is a lie, a poison

Science is the stake to bet against humankind

Te red demon also instills evil in people’s minds

Dafa disciples are disclosing the truth

Because you once pleaded to Gods for help

To lead you on a path of heavenly return before the end

January 2, 2015
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Wake Up, Wake Up, Chinese Nation

Te Chinese nation is no longer the same after sixty-fve years

Te lofty words of a false peace are still deceiving people

White clouds foat in the blue sky

In the memory of the past, I fnd

Green hills and felds, clear rivers

In the legends we’ve heard from my father’s generation

Te red disaster brought by a gang of hoodlums at that time

Killed the best of the Chinese nation

And torched millennia-old national relics

Denying history, humanity, and tradition

Civilization of fve millennia started then to decay

Wake up, wake up, Chinese people

Disintegrate this evil ghost and red demon

And return to the Celestial Empire, the ancient country

January 2015

Shen Yun Brings Me Back to the Han Court

Broad robes, wide sleeves, dances of high spirit

Manly strength and righteous air—Tang, Song, and Ming

Heroic songs of the great Han—still going strong
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Leaping in the air, fipping and turning with nimble moves

Peaceful and divine ladies dance elegantly with long silky ribbons

As if heavenly maidens have landed in the spacious court

Purely true and purely kind, their beauty enchanting

Graceful and gentle, their steps elegant like jade

Shen Yun brings me back to the Han court

2015, written for the 2007 class

Shen Yun Brings Forth a Divine Realm in the Human 
World

Gorgeous costumes and beautiful scenes accentuate the fying maidens

Graceful and agile, they dance in elegant steps

Heroes with magic powers display the past and present

Heavenly music and sacred songs reach the clouds and sky

Floating across the elegant stage through rosy mist

Flawlessly beautiful ladies dance in colorful skirts

Men in Han robes surge with high spirits

Shen Yun brings forth a divine realm in the human world

2015, written for the 2008 class
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Shen Yun Dances the Ancient Ways

Divine music playing, charming fgures swing their skirts widely

Clad in Chinese robes, the men swell with high spirits

Te dynasties of Zhou, Han, Tang, and Ming appear in the dances

Traveling back in time, journeying to one’s heart’s content

Innocent are the young maidens, as if beautiful fowers

Heroes dance and leap, soaring with an air of righteousness

Ancient ways of China are displayed in the world

Returning to tradition, a hundred fowers blossom

Shen Yun dances the ancient ways on stage

2015, written for the 2009 class

Shen Yun Opens the Door to Tradition

Under blue skies and white clouds, the maidens’ beauty is accentuated

Tender like willows, and divine are their moves, unstained by dust

A thousand beauties and a hundred charms all come from nature

Like the fresh, dewy lotus, pure are all the blossoms

Imposing and dignifed, spirits through the ages

Leaping in the air, the dancing heroes are subjects of the Celestial Empire

Since ancient times, heroes have abounded in the land of China
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Flipping and turning, they are half-human and half-divine

Shen Yun opens the door to tradition

January 2015, written for the 2013 class

Sincerity

In my heart, your friendship

Is so sincere

When Dafa disciples face sufering

It warms the chill in my heart

When I face hardships

Tis friendship helps me be even more steadfast

I want to tell you the truth

My mission is infnitely sacred

I will turn your sincerity into renewal of life

February 2015
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Reviving the Nation

Beyond the ocean lies

My home that I left long ago

Te divine culture of fve millennia is infnitely glorious

Its mountains and rivers enchanting, people beautiful and fowers fragrant

Dafa spreads widely, Buddha’s light radiating everywhere

Te red demon aims to block, stirring up violent waves

Mountains are no longer green

Waters have stopped running

Te sky is no longer blue

And rice is no longer favorful

Dafa disciples save sentient beings, shouldering the hardships

Tey spread the truth, and the red tide is receding

Tey bring back tradition, and revive the nation

February 22, 2015

Choose Once Again

Why do I tell the truth for you to hear

Lies have harmed too many lives

Why does the red demon use all the state’s power to suppress Falun Gong
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Just to confuse you as it knows Dafa will save people in the end times

You are among the people deceived by its lies

Yet Gods have set terms for saving people in the end times

Tose who remain silent amid persecution will not be saved

Tose who assist the evil and defame Dafa are being eliminated

Compassion is the nature of Gods

Te Creator ofers people one more chance to choose

In order to save all beings

I’ll resist persecution to call back your life

March 1, 2015

Taking You Back to Heaven

My song sings the truth you’ve long awaited

Humankind meets with danger since morality has declined

Atheism is a big lie spread by Satan

Te theory of evolution is fanciful thinking pulled out of thin air

Science has led humankind on a dangerous course

Te universe is the masterpiece of the Creator

Who asked Gods to create human beings on earth

We are waiting for Him to take us back to heavens

Do not let the red demon deceive you

Te persecution comes to make people destroy their own hope
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Dafa disciples are Gods’ messengers

Who are leading people back to the path guided by Gods

March 6, 2015

Morning Light

All things welcome the morning sun

Te evil faunts its strength in vain

Fifteen years of chaos and disaster

Te land has become desolate

Human hearts no longer wholesome

Poison has reached even people’s food

Retribution will claim bad people

See who will have the last laugh

March 17, 2015

The Song of China

Civilization of fve millennia
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Glory of divinely imparted culture

We are Gods’ descendants

Hardworking, brave, civilized, and kind

Profound history is our nation’s glory

Heroes through the ages shine like stars

Te splendid land bestowed benevolently by Gods

Tis is the place where the Creator descends

Saving all beings, restoring the righteous way with His immense grace

Chinese civilization will fow on forever

March 17, 2015

When Will You Wake Up

Cold wind still lingers

Drizzling is the rain

Amid persecution, saving people is urgent

Bodily injuries

Can be healed

When poisoned by lies, salvation is hard

Disasters are ruthless

Yet calamity has eyes

Do not be eliminated along with the red demon

Seek the truth quickly
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Tose who can tell apart good and evil are outstanding

Dafa disciples show their compassion

Tey sufer only because they wish to save you

Enduring thousands of hardships

Not retreating from the hardest tribulations

Not seeking reward

Tey are cultivators

Tey will fulfll their wishes and return in consummation

March 18, 2015

Shen Yun Dances

Dancing with long sleeves, heavenly maidens charming

Gentle is their bearing, their divine sleeves waving

Heavenly dances, sacred songs, beautiful like a painting

Radiant lights in tens of thousands, dark clouds clearing

Spring 2015
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Returning to the Righteous Way

Green hills, clear waters, ancient pavilions

Heavenly maidens foat down, dancing in gentle grace

Divine style, ancient elegance, tradition is shown

Returning to righteousness, the way doth shine

March 25, 2015

The Chance of Salvation Is a Moment

Behold the vast sky and the immense universe

Stars countless as the Ganges’s sand

Invisible to the naked eye, Gods and Buddhas throughout the cosmic vault

Atheism is a lie deceiving people

Te theory of evolution is denigrating people

Science has come at too great a cost, leading aliens to control humans

People came from heavens, here in the world for a short stay

During the end times, even the cosmos is dissolving

Te Creator is re-creating heavens above and earth below

Myriad Gods and Lords came to be human beings, waiting for His salvation and acceptance

Te red demon oppresses Dafa insanely to cover up the truth

Do not lose yourself and succumb to the lies and pressure

You came to the world to wait for this moment of salvation
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March 30, 2015

It’s Happening, Isn’t It

Good and evil repaid in kind—the heavenly law is clear

Gods and Buddhas throughout heaven watch what people do

Persecuting Dafa disciples is the sin most severe

Tey will pay now—it’s happening, isn’t it

April 3, 2015

What to Do

Without the Dao, heaven is disintegrating

Without de, earth meets all kinds of disasters

Human hearts have been warped, bottomlessly

When the great disaster comes, who will take care of thee

April 22, 2015
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Knowing the Truth, You’ve Been Saved

When Gods lose the Dao, heaven will disintegrate

When the world’s people lose de, great disaster arises

Te Creator has come to the human world

Re-creating the universe and spreading the Fa principles

Most people were originally Gods, yet they don’t recognize themselves

Seeking salvation and remaking, they came here

Understand the truth and cleanse your life

Once righteous thoughts emerge, you’ve been saved

April 23, 2015

What We Express Is Truth

To save sentient beings, we travel on a long journey

Flying over plains, mountains, and seas

Spreading the Creator’s calling

And displaying the divine culture’s glory
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On the dance stage, I spread the truth

So many people have awakened, no longer lost

Awakening all beings is my mission

Dafa disciples are saving people back to heavens

April 28, 2015

Divine Dance and Heavenly Beauty

Divine beings foat down from high heavens

Turning gracefully, they journey in the human world

Elegantly they dance, their postures beautiful

As if pure lotus fowers, each fresh with dew

Beautiful moves incomparably gorgeous, as if stepping on clouds

Singing lightly like petals dropping, twirling long sleeves

So youthful and fragrant are the beautiful maidens

Graceful, jade-like, they dance with amazing ease

May 19, 2015
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Awakening Hope With My Song

I stand on the world’s stage

With songs, I awaken hope for people

Delivering Gods’ calls with the melody

And relaying the truth with the verses

Enduring pressure, I remove danger for you

Most people have come from heavens

Becoming human in order to save beings in their paradises

Because the cosmos is disintegrating in the end times

Tey descended to the world to obtain the Fa

Cleanse themselves of karma

And remake their divine bodies

Tey’ll achieve consummation and return to heaven

May 29, 2015

Under the Meditation Pavilion

Light breeze blows over the meditation bench

Under the tree where birds sing and chirp

Green mountains and clear waters remain the same

Yet several summers go by as I watch from the pavilion
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June 13, 2015

It’s Up to You Whether You Believe It

Gazing at the starry sky, I search for my home

Most people were Kings from heavens, having descended to the world

Waiting for the Fa’s spread in the end times, so as to save beings in their paradises

Over a long time, they’ve forgotten the wish they had when they came

Human beings have been led to an abyss today

Atheism is undermining lives’ divinity

Te wicked theory of evolution insults humans, calling them beasts and apes

Modern science leads people to disaster

Humankind has come to the ultimate danger

Compassion is Gods’ nature

Dafa that saves is spreading widely to the predestined

Finding Dafa is people’s hope

Finding Dafa, you’ll be able to return to your home in heaven

June 13, 2015
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Retribution

Mind troubled by anxiety

Knowing that things won’t last long

Panicking everyday

Police-car sirens wail

Once the persecution is over, all has to be repaid

Evil methods have all been recorded

Tasting each of them will hurt even ghosts’ stomachs

See if the rotten archfend will still be raging wild

Te ringleader, a hooligan

Stomach flled with bad stuf, like a weasel

Reaching the dead end, having no place to hide

Payback in the human world isn’t enough

It will be hung in the public square on a heavenly hook piercing through its skin

Making ghosts in hell quite busy

June 15, 2015

Journey Toward the Shore Guided by Gods

When human life strays of its bearing

Like a boat lost at sea

When the waters are smooth, we hoist the sail
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Yet more often we meet rough waves and dangerous shoals

Not knowing the direction

No harbor in sight

Let us not forget our prehistoric vows

Te cosmos is going through a vast transformation

Most people came from heavens

Descending to the world to await Dafa and connect the sacred predestination

Eliminating karma

Remaking our divine bodies

Only then can we save our paradises from danger

Hoist the sail

Find our destinies

And journey toward the shore guided by Gods

June 2015

Tianguo Marching Band

Fa drum and Fa horn display mighty power

Eliminating the wicked and evil, calling people to return

Saving people in the end times, shaking Heaven and Earth

Fa rectifes the universe, radiating brilliant light

August 1, 2015
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How Many People Are Awakened

No matter how good the human world is, it’s no match for heaven

Human feelings are unstable, not lasting long

Riches and glory cannot be taken with you to the next life

For whom do you busy yourself, fghting for fame and gain

People came from heavens to obtain the Fa

Eliminating karma and remaking your divine bodies

Your paradise will receive a new King

August 2015

Dancing With Gods to Build a Heavenly Bridge

Performing on a world tour, journeying thousands of miles

Crossing cities and seas, traveling high mountain roads

Saving all beings and spreading the truth

Dancing with Gods to build a heavenly bridge

Te Creator will come in the end times

Myriad Gods came down to earth looking for Him
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Who’d remake the cosmic bodies, spread the great Dao

Obtaining the Fa and being remade, all beings smile

You once pleaded to Gods to save you back to heaven

I use my song to tell you all this

Touring the world, calling out to people

August 2015

For Whom Is the Moon Full

Mid-autumn moon hangs high since ancient times

On the day when the moon is full, a chill flls my heart

Dafa disciples are sufering—who’d watch the moon

Te moon is full in vain every mid-autumn day

Today is mid-autumn again, the ugly drama shall end

Te evil Party is like autumn—see who’s worried

Wishing to appreciate the moon, hard to raise the eyes

Once the red tide recedes, the moon is ever more full

Mid-Autumn 2015
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The Moon Is Bright for People

Te moon has brightened the night for thousands of years

Not letting darkness take hold of people

Springs go and autumns come, so many changes

Te bright moon still radiates thousands of lights

Sea changes have taken place, cycling on

Yet the righteous way has never strayed since antiquity

Reincarnating again and again—what is it for

Te bright moon is silent—ask to the heavens

Truth is known in the end times—it’s to wait for Gods’ salvation

Te heavenly path lies between good and evil

Mid-Autumn 2015

Mid-Autumn Celebration

Divine beauties in the human world dancing gracefully

Strong and agile are their moves, heroes displaying bravery

Dancing together at mid-autumn, performing their own scripts

Amid happy songs and laughter, red tide recedes even more

Divine culture accruing strength, waiting for renewal

Today’s stars will shine one day more brilliantly
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Mid-Autumn 2015
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Tis translation by Team Blue is subject to further improvement. Date of this version: January 27, 
2018
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